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The Completely Revised and Expanded Edition of the New York Times Bestseller That
Focuses on Personal Finance for Every Budget -- and Every Stage of Life
Taking control of your personal finances is the first -- and most important -- step toward successful
investing and a secure future. The Motley Fool You Have More Than You Think, now fully updated
and expanded, provides guidance for anyone trying to balance lifestyle aspirations and financial
realities. The latest edition of this Motley Fool bestseller covers topics such as:
Getting out of debt...and into the stock market Turning your bank account into a moneymaker Using
Fool.com and the Internet to learn about all things financial -- from buying a home to getting the
best deal on a car Saving enough to send your children to the colleges of their dreams

Reviews of the Motley Fool: You Have More Than You Think :
The Foolish Guide to Personal Finance by Tom
Gardner,David Gardner
mIni-Like
The first read that anyone should read is David Bach's Automatic Millionaire. Once that has been
accomplished, this book would be my second recommendation. David Bach will teach you how to
save, the Motley Fool will help you figure out what to do with it. The book is basic, fast read, and I
would recommend it to anyone thinking about buying thier first stock.
Fani
https://www.amazon.com/dp/0743201744/ref=cm_cr_ryp_prd_ttl_sol_13
Lemana
What an easy to read informational book - the brothers Gardner can really put it together - I only
wish they'd been around to write this 20 years earlier; it would have helped me a lot more - but still,
better late than never. This book puts investing & money managing in more logical perspective than
anything I've come across so far, and its lighthearted manner makes it a very easy read!
Vetitc
The reason I said that every woman should read this book is because women are so uneasy,
uneducated and uninformed about HANDLING THEIR MONEY. In an artful, informative, lively,
funny and beautifully written style, the awesome and overwhleming aspects of the Stock Market
become clear. In a step by step approach, intelligently presented, the content of this book becomes a
primer for implementing and creating a sane and personal approach to money managemnent. I, for
one, am deeply grateful. This book has been a major force in my gaining confidence to optimistically
manage and profit with my money. THANK YOU BROTHERS!!!!!
Anasius
Was never ready to get into the investing words because of all the horror stories I've heard. But
after reading this book, it definitely puts things into perspective and will have you feeling more than
capable and fired up to start. A must read for both the novice and advanced investors.
Steelcaster
I love this book. Its a great first choice if you are interested in learning more about personal finance,
retirement and investing.
The Motley Fool has a series of wonderful books, none better than "rule makers, rule breakers". Well
worth your time.
Swift Summer
Good info.
this is a book for people who have no idea how to handle money. if youre looking for something more
in depth go elsewhere.
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